Abstract. This paper presents an explosion-proof two-channel Raman photometer designed for chemical process monitoring in hazardous explosive atmospheres. Due to its design, alignment of components is simplified and economic in comparison to spectrometer systems. Raman spectrometers have the potential of becoming an increasingly important tool in process analysis technologies as part of molecular-specific concentration monitoring. However, in addition to the required laser power, which restricts use in potentially explosive atmospheres, the financial hurdle is also high. Within the scope of a proof of concept, it is shown that photometric measurements of Raman scattering are possible. The use of highly sensitive detectors allows the required excitation power to be reduced to levels compliant for operation in potentially explosive atmospheres. The addition of an embedded platform enables stable use as a self-sufficient sensor, since it carries out all calculations internally.
Introduction
Molecular-specific concentration monitoring based on the Raman effect is becoming an inline tool for process analysis technology (PAT) in an increasing number of areas of the chemical industry. Up to now, this function has mainly been operated by spectrometer systems and spectra are recorded over the complete measuring range. However, the wealth of spectral information of a spectrometer is not needed in all applications. In the field of UV-VIS-NIR and fluorescence spectroscopy, photometric concepts have become established in addition to spectrometer systems. These reduce the data throughput considerably, since only bands specific to the process are detected and, for example, forwarded to a process control system (PCS). This paper outlines the development of a Raman photometer for potentially explosive environments as well as some areas of application. A particular focus is on the selection and integration of the sensors used as well as the overall sensor concept (VDI/VDE, 2015; Schwolow et al., 2015; IEC60079-28:2015 IEC60079-28: , 2015 IEC60079-0:2017 IEC60079-0: , 2017 .
State of the art

Raman theory
The presented photometer utilizes the Raman effect, which describes inelastic scattering of electromagnetic radiation. This photon-molecule interaction can be subclassified into Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering. In the following, the theoretical background is explained in principle by Stokes scattering (Bumbrah et al., 2016; Edwards et al., 2005; Pudlas, 2012) .
When exciting a molecule with a laser, it can be raised from the ground state to a virtual energy level. Disexcitation is achieved by photon emission while the molecule returns not to the ground state but to a vibrational excited state. The emitted radiation is called Stokes scattering. Since energy remains in the molecule, the emitted radiation has a lower frequency and thus a higher wavelength compared to the exciting photon. This shift (excitation to scattering) is relative to the excitation wavelength and gives information about the covalent bonds of the excited molecule. Besides other dependencies, the intensity of Raman scattering is directly proportional to the intensity of the excitation laser (Bumbrah et al., 2016; Edwards et al., 2005; Pudlas, 2012) . The mathematical correlation of the intensity with the excitation wavelength ν, the excitation power I0, the number of scattering molecules n and polarizability of the molecules δa δr are given by the following formula:
Raman photometers
The main focus of this article lies in the photometric detection of Raman scattering. For the sake of completeness spectrometric applications will only be mentioned when relevant for comparison. An in-depth view of Raman spectrometry can be gained from overview articles such as De Beer (2012) and Rantanen (2007) . The development and production of low-cost Raman sensors has been an ambition of the analytical industry for some time. Several patents have accumulated in relation to laser photometers in general and Raman photometers in particular. Increasingly, since the 1950s, different companies and research groups have published photometric techniques. The state of the art is as follows.
A 2007 patent (US8077309B2) describes a Raman photometer for industrial process control. This is the only product available on the market. It is marketed under the name "RPM ® View" by Hamilton Sundstrand. The patent describes some possibilities for the design of a photometer. A main feature of the system is a rotating filter wheel. Different filters are fitted in this component, which guarantee sequential measurements at different wavelengths. This makes it possible to track different peaks or to carry out a reference measurement. However, a rotating wheel stands in the way of a required simultaneous measurement of reference and measuring signal. In chemical reactions, process parameters can change within a very short period of time, which is why a temporal offset is not effective and distorts the measurement. The optical set-up presented in this article differs in its approach, especially to ensure simultaneous measurements of analyte and reference (Brown et al., 2007) .
The patent (DE000002103318B) from 1970 deals with the basic design of a scattered light photometer. A collimated laser is focused on a sample by means of optical lenses through an aperture. This separates the radiation scattered at a certain angle from interfering light via a further aperture. An optical lens focuses the light onto another aperture. A collimator lens directs the scattered electromagnetic radiation to a detector unit. The structure is designed for a defined scattering angle. However, the Raman effect occurs in all spatial directions (Kaye, 1974) .
Furthermore, there are developments that approach the topic with a spectrophotometer approach. This is described in a 1971 publication by Berenblut and Dawson entitled "The modification of a Cary model 81 Raman spectrophotometer for use with a laser". The measuring device was built in the 1950s. This photometer consists of a laser cleaned by a narrow bandpass filter at 632.8 nm. The emitted laser beam hits a wave plate. This rotates the polarization direction of the linearly polarized laser light by an undefined angle. A deflecting mirror directs the light onto the sample. The Raman signal generated is imaged onto a detector via a convex lens. A polarization filter removes the excitation radiation. Due to the optical components used, this design cannot be compared with the one presented in this article. In the last 70 years, the development of optical elements has made important progress in coating processes and detector-side sensitivity as well as stabilized, narrow-band laser light sources (Berenblut and Dawson, 1972; Rea et al., 1957; Szymanski, 1967) .
Given these facts, the paper presents the development of an updated, state-of-the-art photometer. The main focus of this publication is on a self-sufficient operation in a processrelated environment and the general sensor concept.
ATEX guidelines
Industrial environments impose additional challenges on the applicability of measurement equipment: in chemical plants many flammable liquids and gases in combination with ambient oxygen constitute an explosion risk. During the conception of measurement systems, the existing guidelines have to be considered and the safety concept has to be proved, validated and finally certified by a nominated body. The key idea is to identify dangers (e.g. by electrical or optical power, electrostatic discharge) and subsequently take action to eliminate this hazard in a failsafe manner. In the described development the measurement principle itself requires a relatively high-powered laser source and thus was identified as a relevant danger in an atmosphere where oxygen is present. Depending on the power range and the ATEX Zones, strategies to prevent explosions have to be considered: inertization with nitrogen, the reduction of optical power below a specific limit, the separation of zones and encapsulations for the measurement system as well as electrical grounding of components can be taken into consideration (Directive 2014/34/EU (ATEX), 2014; IEC60079-28:2015 IEC60079-28: , 2015 IEC60079-0:2017 IEC60079-0: , 2017 .
To facilitate the safety discussions, measurements were performed below the critical level of 35 mW, which corresponds to material classes IIb and IIc in the temperature classes T1 to T4 (IEC 60079-28:2015) . This condition explicitly excludes carbon disulfide. In order to use the laser source permanently in the process environment a certification process has been started to ensure failsafe operation and fulfil optical intrinsically safe (opis) conditions. After a successful validation of the safety concept by a nominated body, an Ex-d pressure-capsulated housing is sufficient to contain the electrical components in combination with a feed-through for optical fibres and electrical wiring.
Possible applications
A photometric approach for process-suited detection of Raman scattering has manifold potential applications. In their review of Raman spectroscopy as a process analytical technology for pharmaceutical manufacturing and bio-processing Esmonde-White et al. (2017) describe the tracking of specific ethanol and glucose peaks in the fingerprint region. The current photometer set-up is viable for these measurement conditions. Frauendorfer et al. (2016) observed vinyl acetate resin polymerization by tracking both monomer consumption and polymer creation at 1640 and 1730 cm −1 . Furthermore, the explosive atmosphere during polymerization required the reduction of optical power to 35 mW. These prerequisites can be met by the presented photometer. Wang et al. (2017) measured Stokes shifts at 1157 and 1516 cm −1 for label-free high-throughput screening of microalgal single cells. The increased photometric detection sensitivity is highly suitable for short integration and accordingly measurement times. Ebrahimi et al. (2017) used Raman spectroscopy for in-line monitoring of hydrogen peroxide in twophase reactions. Arcis et al. (2017) proposed the application of Raman spectroscopy for monitoring the ionization of boric acid in water for geochemistry, for industrial chemistry and in pressurized water nuclear reactors by measuring Raman shifts at 870 and 930 cm −1 . (Arcis et al., 2016; Ebrahimi, 2017; Esmonde-White et al., 2017; Frauendorfer and Hergeth, 2016; Wang et al., 2017) 
Material and methods
Photometer concepts have not yet been established in Raman measurement technology and most patents only refer to the detection of the Raman effect in exceptional cases. So far only one device is available on the market (see Sect. 2.1). The selection of detectors and filters adapted to the application presents the biggest challenge in the development of a novel Raman photometer. Single-photon avalanche diode detectors (SPADs) and tuneable filters (Semrock, Inc, New York, USA), for a more universal application, were chosen. The replacement of these filters with a fixed filter variant is intended for the following functional pattern. Since very narrow peaks are detected in Raman spectroscopy, filtering of the signals with only one tunable filter is not possible. The combination of two or more filters is shown in Fig. 1 and the principle simultaneous detection is shown in Fig. 2 . Through skilful combination of two filters with differing angles of incidence to the optical beam path, it is possible to isolate a spectral width of about 80 wave numbers. The transmission of standard filters deteriorates significantly even at low angles. Furthermore, standard filters are not readily available at any desired spectral region with sufficient edge steepness as bulk material.
For all photometer measurements the integration time was set to 1 s with an acquisition of 10 spectra per concentration. For better comparability spectrometer measurements were also performed with an integration time of 1 s.
Results
Tracking of model analytes
After successful evaluation of the filter unit, linear correlation of concentration and count rate was demonstrated for the complete system by means of serial dilution. Figure 3 depicts exemplary photometric measurements (Fig. 3a) of H 2 O 2 and the corresponding spectroscopic confirmatory measurements ( Fig. 3b) with a MultiSpec ® Raman system (tec5 AG, Oberursel).
Hydrogen peroxide can be traced over a wide concentration range. The proof of concept of the system was thus produced.
Reaction tracking of an amine wash was evaluated in subsequent tests. In the chemical industry, the separation of CO 2 from product streams or exhaust air is of utmost importance. A simple and well-researched method is the scrubbing of gaseous streams by amines. Reversible binding of CO 2 to amine can be monitored by Raman spectroscopy (Vogt et al., 2011) .
The filter unit in this application is adapted to a specific amine peak at 675 cm −1 for detection in the photometer. The reference channel was set to the adjacent spectral range. The offset of both channels is internally calculated by the photometer. Additionally, a dark current correction is performed. Figure 4a shows the reaction process. Thus, the increase in the amine-CO 2 bond can be observed with the measurement method.
The initially high conversion rate of the reaction slows down over time and finally goes into saturation. Highly dispersed CO 2 bubbles in the liquid phase cause a significant increase in signal noise in comparison to bubble-free samples. The measuring points align very well with the corresponding trend line. Confirmatory measurements were carried out with a MultiSpec ® Raman spectrometer (tec5 AG, Oberursel, Germany). The results are displayed in Fig. 4b .
It also should be noted that reactions can be monitored with a Raman photometer without complete spectral information. 
Concept prototype
Many photometer and spectrometer systems require an intermediate computer to transmit information to a PCS. Thus, these systems are only indirectly integrated. While using computers ensures a certain flexibility, there is the intrinsic disadvantage that components and operating systems from the consumer sector are used instead of real-time operating systems. Increased safety and reliability requirements must be met for use in industrial environments. Measurement data acquisition, processing and communication can be more reliably implemented while adhering to an industrial standard, due to the increase in microcontroller computing power and the availability of data processing components. A modified version of the tecSaaS ® embedded platform (tec5 AG, Oberursel, Germany) was integrated into the functional model. So far, the platform enables autonomous operation of optical UV-VIS-NIR spectral measuring systems for process or product quality control. This makes it possible to combine detection, processing and comparison of the measured values with target values as well as transmission to a PCS in one device, using industrial electronics and firmware (Fig. 5) . Accordingly, the PCS perceives the multi-channel photometer as a single sensor. Here, the concept of "spectrometer as a sensor" could be transferred to a photometer application in an evaluation model ("photometer as a sensor"). While standard operation is completely autonomous, parameterization and monitoring can be carried out via an Ethernet interface. Combined with the inherent advantages of a "conventional" photometer, namely the increased robustness due to reduced complexity, the concept becomes a candidate for cost-effective and intelligent process sensor technology.
Despite its autonomous mode of operation, the functional model consists of few components. The dashed lines in Fig. 5 represent the exchange of electrical and continuous lines of optical signals. The embedded platform, laser module and detection unit are located in the photometer housing. The measuring probe is connected via glass fibers.
Every additional component potentially has a negative influence on the optical yield and robustness. For this reason, the optical design is reduced to a minimum of necessary components. In addition to minimizing reflections and other optical losses, this reduces manufacturing costs. The installed detectors are multi-pixel photon counter (MPPC) modules (Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan). MPPCs are significantly cheaper than SPAD detectors, while maintaining single-photon counting capabilities, and thus are sufficiently sensitive to detect Raman signals. In principle, the selection of a Raman probe is arbitrary and therefore will not be discussed in detail. The laser module is a stabilized 35 mW laser.
In the chemical industry there are many measuring points in potentially explosive atmospheres. In order to operate a device, compliance with special regulations is required. One possibility for electrical equipment to comply with these regulations is a pressure-capsulated enclosure (Ex-d). This means that ignition sparks generated within the unit must not leave the housing. In the event of an explosion within the enclosure, the energy released must also not leave the enclosure abruptly. In order to guarantee this and ensure safe and continuous operation, all electronic components are housed in a pressure-capsulated Ex-d enclosure. Besides the electrical hazards, there is also a danger of focused optical light output as a possible source of ignition. Raman spectrometers are limited by high laser power requirements in process control. In potentially explosive atmospheres, the power output of the laser must be reduced. Considering the most frequently used chemicals and temperature classes, the upper limit may be as low as 35 mW (IEC60079-28:2015 (IEC60079-28: , 2015 .
However, the intensity of the Raman effect is proportional to the excitation power and inversely proportional to the measurement time. Due to the improved detector sensitivity of single-photon detection, the increased time expenditure can be compensated for by SPAD and MPPC detectors.
Stability measurement
As an additional benchmark the signal stability must be evaluated. Initially H 2 O 2 was monitored in a laboratory environment. Measuring took place over 5 days with an integration time of 60 s for individual measurements. A simple backscatter probe based on VIS-NIR spectroscopy techniques was immersed in the fluid. Figure 6 exhibits the measurement results. The signal varies by less than ±2.5 % (see marker lines in Fig. 6 ).
Since the Raman photometer is a prototype for a process instrument, stability measurements under laboratory conditions are an indicator for usability under demanding conditions. For this reason, a similar test was carried out in a continuous pilot plant consisting of a storage tank, a heat exchanger and a centrifugal pump. The plant was operated in a closed circuit with a 33 % ethanol-water mixture for monitoring. Untreated tap water was used instead of de-ionized water, in order to maintain conditions as close to the pro- cess as possible. The other parameters, such as integration time and measuring time, were not changed. Figure 7 shows the results of plant monitoring. Signal stability increases in comparison to laboratory conditions, with fluctuations of less than ±2 %. Reference measurements using spectrometers demonstrate comparable signal stability.
Discussion
Design and construction of a Raman photometer conforming to Ex-d standards has been successfully implemented.
The selection of the measurements resulted from an intersection of frequently occurring measuring tasks in the chemical industry and the suitability for the application of a Raman photometer. The use of photometers is only possible if the spectra in question are not too complex and the individual target molecules can be clearly distinguished through spectral analysis. Under these conditions the use of Raman spectrometers is not necessary. In addition, photometers show the possibility of providing good signal-to-noise ratios with significantly reduced laser powers. This has a positive effect on their applicability in areas with potentially explosive atmospheres and also in the medical technology sector with regard to the respective regulatory systems.
The presented Raman photometer holds advantages over spectrometers and accordingly virtual photometers with regard to sensitivity and thus required excitation power, realtime monitoring and applicability in potentially explosive atmospheres. However, certain drawbacks are also seen: with a spectral resolution of 80 cm −1 , specific analyte peaks must stand isolated for this width in the Raman spectrum to be viable for photometric detection. Furthermore, in the current set-up with one reference channel, slopes in the base line caused, for example, by fluorescence cannot be accounted for, which might negatively impact on accessibility to the detection limit. A spectrometer can be used in a much more general way and is better suited for detecting clustered Raman peaks. The spectrometer entrance slit and charge-coupled device (CCD) detection determine the photon flux and thus the detection sensitivity of the system. The slit forms a bottleneck -a larger slit increases the photon flux, but also reduces the spectral resolution (Braun et al., 2016) . With a photometer, detection fibres up to the millimetre range can be completely imaged on large area detectors without reducing resolution.
Outlook
After completion of the functional model and first successful trials with production mixtures, a transfer to chemical plants on a pilot plant scale will be carried out. Here, new challenges have to be overcome and further adaptions of the functional model to the various process environments have to take place. In addition to the monitoring of chemical reactions in batch operation, monitoring and control of continuous production plants is planned. If this is successful, a further transition from pilot plant to production scale is planned.
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